
From the Editor
 m a d E l y n  v a n  d E r  H o o g t

W orking on this issue of Handwoven has made me more aware of the 
Slow movement generally, in addition to its application to making 
cloth. In theory, the principles of the Slow movement could be applied 

beneficially to many aspects of life  (er, Slow Housework?). But since I spend most of my 
day in tasks related to weaving, I look there first. my weaving tasks include planning, 
warping, weaving, and finishing. also related to weaving, however, I spend a lot of time 
at my computer: editing, writing, researching, creating weaving drafts, and e-mailing.

For my weaving tasks, I work in my studio with my looms and yarns and other 
weaving tools. For my computer tasks, I’m in my office with my monitors and 
printers and other technical tools. right there, the contrast is stark. don’t get me 
wrong—I love my 27-inch screen, fast Internet, and glossy laser-printer printouts. 
But I can’t stroke my computers in the same way I love to run my hand along the 
smooth wooden front beam of a loom. my magic mouse is nice, but which would 
I rather have in my hand: it or a rosewood shuttle?

the goal of the Slow movement that I strive for most is finding joy in process. this 
seems so easy with weaving! at the warping board and bobbin winder, I get to move 
yarn through my fingers. threading the loom is a meditative, soothing process: sliding 
the heddles into position, picking up the threads one at a time, checking and counting 
as I work. the activity of weaving itself, it goes without saying, is rhythmic, repetitive, 
meditative, tactile, and aesthetic. Even when something goes wrong, there is hope for 
the eventual aha! feeling that comes from successful problem solving (why  did that 
warp thread break, why is that selvedge uneven, why is that shaft not moving?).

 When something goes wrong in my office, I almost never get any aha! joy.  
Username Unknown, not Connected, Printer Error, Error 404, Password already  
taken—most computer-related “problems” have causes I can’t figure out on my 
own. Sometimes, after an eternity on hold, someone somewhere in the world does 
something that gets me up and running, but I am never sure what they did and will 
have to call them up and go through the whole not-joyful process all over again the 
next time the same thing happens. I’d rather be weaving.

F U T U R E  T H E M E S
January/February 2011  The Meaning of Cloth  
Inspiration from the significance of textiles and motifs in other cultures 
(Peru, Guatemala, Native America, Scandinavia, and more) and in our own. 
The issue looks at the meaning weavers give to the fabrics they weave.
March/April 2011  Design Matters!  
Do you start with “scarf”? A yarn? A weave structure? Learn different 
approaches to design and ways to use fiber, color, and texture in handwovens.
May/June 2011  Lace and Lacy Effects  
Summer is for light and lovely linen and lace. Look for lacy scarves, table linens, 
a summer top or two—plus a handbook of lace weaves and needle-finishes.
September/October 2011  A Special All-Garment Issue!  
This issue features handwovens to wear: loom-shaped, tailored—from 
practical everyday clothing to wearable art. Scarves and shawls are 
included for the nonstitchers.
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